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Introduc)on
• It has been shown in several works (Schwenter 2005, Cavalcante 2007, 2012, Teixeira de 

Sousa 2015, among others ) that there are three posiJons for the negaJve word não in 
sentenJal negaJon in Brazilian Portuguese (BP)

(1) a. Eu não comi o     chocolate. não+V
I    not  ate    the chocolate

b. Eu não comi o     chocolate,  não.  não +VP+ não
I    not  ate   the  chocolate  no

c. Comi (o     chocolate) não. V+ não
ate     the  chocolate no
‘I didn’t eat the chocolate’

• (1a) is the unmarked form sentenJal negaJon
• According to the literature, (1b) and (1c) are related to pragmaJc/discourse funcJons



(2) [Context]: There was a chocolate on the table, everybody looks at Pedro 
who is a chocolate addict, implying he is the one who has eaten it. He says:

Eu não comi o chocolate, não. 
Reinforcing func?on, negates a pressuposi?on

(3) [Context]: 
Q: Did you eat the chocolate that was here?
A: a. Comi (o chocolate) não. 

b. Não.
No 

Related to the anaphoric negator não ‘no’: contradic?on of a presupposi?on 
inferable from the discourse (more common in Northeast Brazil)



Position for negation with não in periphratic
tenses (sentential negation)
(4) Eu não tenho comido chocolate. 

I not have eaten chocolate
‘I have not eaten chocolate.’

(5) Eu não estou comendo o chocolate.
I not am eating the chocolate
‘I am not eating the chocolate.’

(6) Eu não vou comer o       chocolate.
I not go   eat the chocolate
‘I am not going to eat the chocolate.’



• Note: the other two posiJons of não are also possible in these sentences.
(7) Eu não tenho comido chocolate, não. 

I not have eaten chocolate no
Tenho comido chocolate, não.
have eaten chocolate  no
‘I have not eaten chocolate.’

(8) Eu não estou comendo o chocolate, não
I not am eaJng the chocolate  no
Estou comendo chocolate, não.
am eaJng chocolate       no
‘I am not eaJng the chocolate.’

(9) Eu não vou comer o       chocolate.
I not go   eat the chocolate
Vou comer chocolate, não.
go   eat chocolate  no
‘I am not going to eat the chocolate.’



• However, more recently another posiAon for the negaAve word não has been noted in 
the literature about BP (Cyrino 2010, 2013, De Paula 2014)

• não is possible in the slot in (AUX ___ V[-finite]), as seen in (10),  data from the internet:

(10) a. antes   eu não via    a    tv   aberta e     agora vou não ver a    tv digital aberta.

before I not saw the TV open    and now go   not see the tv digital open

‘Before, I didn’t see open tv and now I’m not going to see the open digital tv.’

b. minha conexão é discada e      eu estou não trabalhando com meu servidor.

my connecJon   is dialed and I am not working with my server

‘My connecAon is dialed and I am not working with my server.’

c. eu posso almoçar      mais  tarde, tenho não feito as   refeições estes dias. 

I can have-lunch more late       have not done the meals these days

‘I can have lunch later, (I) have not had my meals these days.’



Ques)ons

1- How can we analyze this ‘new’ não? 
2- How and why has this ‘new’ não appeared?

• I propose an analysis based on the idea already present in the literature for 
4 posiMons for negaMon (ZanuPni 1997, PoleTo 2008, De Clercq 2013).
• I treat this negaMve marker not as another element of sentenMal negaMon, 

as seen above (Neg1, Neg2 and Neg3) in BP, but as an instance of (focus) 
consMtuent negaMon, probably as the result of a diachronic reanalysis of
the marker não that can/could be aTached to nouns, adjeMves and
parMciples. 



Roadmap

• Data on the new forms of negaMon with não
• Four posiMons/types of negaMon: ZanuPni (1997), PolleTo (2008), Declercq

(2013)
• Proposal

• In BP there is a 4th type of negaJon corresponding to FocNeg (Declercq 2013)
• FocNeg properMes
• On the prefix não- (DegNeg)
• ‘new’ não is not DegNeg

• Diachronic change
• Conclusion



Some data



Data (google): Ter NÃO + V[past participle]

(11) Tenho não vivido minha melhor versão   há     alguns dias.
have not lived my best version have some   days
‘I have not lived the best version of myself these days.’

(hTps://www.obvious.cc/autocuidado/pelo-direito-de-nao-ser-minha-melhor-
versao/)

(12) ele está fazendo o     que   ?nha não feito antes
he is doing the what had not done before
‘He is doing what he had not done before.’

(hTp://www.notariado.org.br/blog/registral/nome-familiar-do-padrasto-e-o-
direito-sucessório)

https://www.obvious.cc/autocuidado/pelo-direito-de-nao-ser-minha-melhor-versao/
http://www.notariado.org.br/blog/registral/nome-familiar-do-padrasto-e-o-direito-sucessorio


Data (google): Estar NÃO + V[present par-ciple]

(13) estou não vendo resposta e     terei         que  acionar  os  meios   judiciais.
am not seeing answer and will-have that trigger   the means judicial
‘I can’t see an answer and I will have to move the judicial means’

(haps://www.reclameaqui.com.br/enel-distribuicao-rio/valor-alto-de-
consumo_53WImUVyCqCTXFcL/)

(14) não solicitei a    troca              porque    já         estava não gostando do           atendimento.
not asked the replacement because already was not liking of-the service
‘I did not ask for a replacement because I already was not appreciaJng the
service.’

(haps://restaurantguru.com.br/Ganache-Salvador)

https://www.reclameaqui.com.br/enel-distribuicao-rio/valor-alto-de-consumo_53WImUVyCqCTXFcL/
https://restaurantguru.com.br/Ganache-Salvador


Data (google): Ir NÃO + V[infini-ve]

(15) “Vou não fazer o     acordo       e      fingir     que  não vi    isso?”
go   not do      the agreement and pretend that not see this
‘Am I not doing the deal and pretend that I didn’t see this?’ 

(hTp://www.impresso.diariodepernambuco.com.br/noMcia/cadernos/poliMca/20
17/07/a-promessa-de-manter-a-caneta-afiada-ate-o-fim.html)

(16) Como eu vou não gostar de gordinho? Meu trabalho depende deles.
how I go   not like      of fat.DIM my work depend of-them

‘How am I not going to like chubbies? My work depends on them.’
(hTps://tnonline.uol.com.br/noMcias/coMdiano/67,423263,17,07,procon-multa-
academia-por-propaganda-classificada-como-gordofobica?d=1)

http://www.impresso.diariodepernambuco.com.br/noticia/cadernos/politica/2017/07/a-promessa-de-manter-a-caneta-afiada-ate-o-fim.html
https://tnonline.uol.com.br/noticias/cotidiano/67,423263,17,07,procon-multa-academia-por-propaganda-classificada-como-gordofobica?d=1


Data (google): passives? Ser + NÃO + V[past part]

(17) Os patologistas usam a    palavra 'negativo' para significar
the pathologist use    the word     negative   to mean
que algo foi    não visto na        amostra de tecido.
that something was not seen in-the sample   of tissue
‘The pathologists use the word ‘negative’ to mean that something was not seen in the tissue

sample.’
(https://www.mypathologyreport.ca/pt/perguntas-frequentes-sobre-relat%C3%B3rios-de-patologia/

(18) O     livro  é famoso por ser não lido. Já           ouvi   um bando de gente
the book is famous for be not read already heard a    bunch of people
falando: “Só    consegui  chegar     até    a     cena   do        barco.” 
saying only managed to-arrive until the scene of-the boat
‘The book is famous for being not read. I already heard a bunch of people saying: “I only managed

to reach the scene of the boat.”’
(https://todoprosa.com.br/da-importancia-de-%E2%80%98macunaima%E2%80%99/)

https://www.mypathologyreport.ca/pt/perguntas-frequentes-sobre-relat%C3%B3rios-de-patologia/
https://todoprosa.com.br/da-importancia-de-%E2%80%98macunaima%E2%80%99/


Sentential negation? 
Constituent negation?



Brazilian Portuguese senten(al nega(on: 
3 posi)ons for não
(19) a. Eu não tenho comido o     chocolate. Preverbal não

I not have eaten the chocolate
b. Eu não tenho comido o     chocolate,  não.  Preverbal não - VP-não

I not have eaten the chocolate  no
c. Tenho comido chocolate, não. Postverbal não

have eaten chocolate noo
‘I didn’t eat the chocolate’



A 4th posi)on for nega)on with não

(20) a. Eu não tenho comido chocolate. SentenDal negaDon
b. Eu tenho não comido chocolate. ???

(21) a. Eu não estou comendo o chocolate. SentenDal negaDon
b. Eu estou não comendo o chocolate. ???

(22) a. Eu não vou comer o chocolate. SentenDal negaDon
b. Eu vou não comer o chocolate. ???



Senten(al nega(on vs. cons(tuent nega(on: 
(Mioto 1998, De Clercq 2013, De Clercq & Wygaerd 2019, a.o.)
• Senten%al nega%on

(23) Ela não é feliz.
she not is happy
‘She is not happy.’

• DeClercq proposes a unified account for the differences and similari%es between ‘sentence nega%on’, as in 
(23), and ‘cons%tuent nega%on’, as in (24), within one syntac%c system. 

(24) a. Ela se sente infeliz.
‘She feels unhappy.’

b. Ela foi desonesta com o que ela disse.
‘She was dishonest on what she said.’

c. Ela estudou o princípio da não-contradição.      
‘She studied the principle of non-contradic%on’. 

d. O veículo era dirigido por pessoa não-habilitada.
‘The vehicle was driven by a non-authorized person.’



Não-: constituent negation syncretism wrt
sentence negation in BP
• Constituent negation
(25) a. Ela foi não-profissional nesse assunto. (gradable ADJ)

‘She was non-professional on that matter.’
b. Este é um ponto não-geográfico. (Non-gradable ADJ)

‘This is a non-geographic point.’
c. O veículo era dirigido por pessoa não-autorizada.  (Participle)

‘The vehicle was driven by a non-authorized person.’
d. Ela estudou o princípio da não-contradição.      (N)

‘She studied the principle of non-contradiction’. 



Proper)es of ‘new’ não



‘New’ não does not correspond to senten)al
nega)on
• It does not convey the same meaning as sentenMal negaMon:
(26) a. Ela não tem vivido bem ulMmamente. (simple negaMon)

‘She has not lived well recently.’
b. Ela tem não vivido bem ulMmamente. (emphasis on the parMciple)

intended: ‘She has not-lived well recently’

• Co-occurrence with sentenMal negaMon:
(27) Eu não vou não olhar o problema como muitos deputados fazem, eu vou 

buscar as soluções...
Lit. ‘I will not not look at the problem as many congressmen do, I will

search for soluMons’
(h+ps://paraiba.com.br/2021/07/22/estou-a-disposicao-de-joao-azevedo-para-ajuda-lo-na-sua-reeleicao-afirma-julian-
lemos/)

https://paraiba.com.br/2021/07/22/estou-a-disposicao-de-joao-azevedo-para-ajuda-lo-na-sua-reeleicao-afirma-julian-lemos/


• NegaDon by ‘new’ não corresponds to a negaDve tag and its scope is
below the quanDfier (28a) as opposed to sentenDal negaDon (28b):

(28) a. Todos os estudantes 0nham não feito a tarefa, não Dnham? ∀ > Neg
b. Todos os estudantes não 0nham feito a tarefa, Dnham?        Neg > ∀

‘All the students had not done their homework.’ 

• The negaDve tag shows that the sentence (28a) is syntacDcally
affirmaDve: the new não is not sentenDal negaDon



How can we analyze the fourth type/posi)on 
of nega)on in BP?
(29) a. Eu não tenho comido chocolate. 

b. Eu tenho não comido chocolate.

(30) a. Eu não estou comendo o chocolate.
b. Eu estou não comendo o chocolate.

(31) a. Eu não vou comer o chocolate.
b. Eu vou não comer o chocolate.



The proposal in a nutshell
• ‘New’ não is an instance of constituent negation. 
• I entertain the hypothesis that in contemporary BP, não occurring in 

the structure AUX ___ V[-finite] can be considered a Focneg negation
(DeClercq 2013)
• Diachronic change: reanalysis of Degnão into Focnão was facilitated by

the availability a AUX___+V[-finite] structure in BP due to:
• the loss of the movement of the lexical V to T (Cyrino 2013, Araújo-Adriano 

2022, Araújo-Adriano & Cyrino, in progress)
• loss of a tight structure of complex predicates (periphrastic verbs and

restructuring (Cyrino 2010, 2012)



Four posi)ons/types of nega)on



ZanuRni (1997)

• Work on several Romance dialects under the cartographic approach
• 4 different posiDons for sentenDal negaDon in the clausal spine: 

NepP1, NegP2, NegP3 e NeP4. 
• NegP1: posiAon for sentenAal negaAon
• NegP2: posiAon for pressuposicional negaAve markers (ex. Piedmontese pa) 
• NegP3: posiAon for negaAve markers as Piedmontese nen, which precedes 

adverbs corresponding to always
• NegP4: negaAve markers below always, as no (in Milanese).



PolleVo (2008)

• Four posiDons for negaDve markers , related to etymological types
that have developed from homogeneous classes
• Neg1 à scalar nega8ve markers
• Neg2 à minimizers, which are related to diachronic development (as in the

Jerpersen’s Cicle proposal)
• Neg3 à quan8fier phrases derived diachronically from words as niente

‘nothing’ (nada)
• Neg4 à Focus markers, carrying emphasis, as the polarity item no (não)

• To account for double and triple negaDon, Poleao groups all markers
in a split NegP base generated within vP (Garzonio & Poleao 2013) 



Analysis: Internal syntax of negation 85

ically derived from quantifiers meaning ‘nothing’. The negative markers in NegP4 she
refers to as focus markers, because they are always stressed and because they take the
same shape as the polarity emphasizer ’no’.

In order to account for negative doubling and tripling in Italian dialects, Poletto
groups all four negative markers in one Split NegP,(36).12

(36) NEGP

Neg0Focus/OperatorP

Op0 ScalarP

Scalar0 MinQP

MinQ0 QP

Q0 ExistentialP

Existential0

(Poletto 2008:64)

Poletto base-generates this Split NegP in a specifier of vP.13 Like Zanuttini she has
four projections in the clausal spine which are targeted by layers in the Split NegP.
The projections in the clausal spine have the same name as the projections in the Split
NegP.

Interesting for the present account is that the di↵erent types of negation that Po-
letto distinguished on the basis of etymological research on positions for sentential
negation in combination with verbal predicates are quite similar to the features I dis-
tinguished on the basis of cross-linguistic research on syncretism patterns. Poletto’s
ScalarP, which hosts sentential negative markers like Italian non is compatible with

12Doubling or tripling involves the co-occurrence of two, (ia) or three, (ib) negative markers which
together express one semantic negation.

(i) a. Nol
Not-it

me
me

piaze
likes

NO
no

(Veneto)

‘I do not like it.’
b. No

Not
la
it

go
have

miga
not

magnada
eaten

NO!
not

‘I did not eat it.’

Doubling should be distinguished from negative concord, which involves the co-occurrence of two (or
more) negative indefinites or one or more negative indefinites and a negative marker.

13Poletto (2008) is not so clear on the precise location of this Split NegP in her paper. However,
Breitbarth (to appear) reports that Poletto (p.c) confirmed it is on vP. In Garzonio and Poletto (2013) on
the other hand it is suggested that the base-position may even be within vP.



DeClercq (2013): a nanosyntax approach

• There are syncretisms in negative markers in different languages and
negative markers can be arranged in a paradigm that restricts
syncretism to contiguous cells. 

• Four different categories of negative markers can be analyzed based
on their functions, semantics, scope, and differences in stackability. 

• DeClercq concentrates on instances of NegP as a base-generated
projection on the main adjectival predicate in copular constructions. 



DeClercq (2013): a nanosyntax approach

• ClassificaDon of four types of negaDve markers: 

• negaDve polarity markers (PolNeg) (sentenDal scope)
She is not happy, is she? 

• focus markers (FocNeg) (scope over untensed predicates)
She is NOT happy, isn’t she?

• degree markers (DegNeg) (scope over predicate terms)
She is non-professional. 

• quanDty markers (QNeg) (the lowest scope). 
She is unhappy.



The data: the morphosyntax of negative markers 39

literature. The examples which contain several negative markers are in many cases
pragmatically odd. Also many instances of low scope negation are in spoken language
mostly expressed by a wide scope sentential negation.9 However, for the purposes of
this study I was interested in all negative markers a language has at its disposal and
not only in the most standard or most commonly used option.10

For each language I looked at the four di↵erent types of negative markers distin-
guished in 3.2. I present the results in terms of all the syncretism patterns I detected.
The negative sequence that arises on the basis of the syncretism patterns also reflects
the scope and stacking properties of the negative markers: the types of negative mark-
ers are thus ordered from those which take widest scope to those which take narrowest
scope (or from narrow to wide). I detected six di↵erent syncretism patterns for the
sample of nine languages. The detected patterns are visualized in table 3.2. I come
back to how the syncretisms determine the negative sequence in chapter 4.

PolNeg-marker FocNeg-marker DegNeg-marker QNeg-marker
Pattern 1
Pattern 2
Pattern 3
Pattern 4
Pattern 5
Pattern 6

Table 3.2: Syncretism patterns

The order of the discussion in the next section is based on the di↵erent syncretism
patterns I found. I discuss Greek with respect to Pattern 1, English and French for
Pattern 2, Persian, Chinese andModern Standard Arabic (MSA) with respect to Pattern
3, Moroccan Arabic for Pattern 4, Hungarian with respect to Pattern 5 and Czech for
Pattern 6.

9Most of the data presented in this chapter are constructed with help of one or more informants.
This chapter would have been impossible to write without the help and patience of my informants. I
mention their names at the beginning of every section. It goes without saying that all errors are mine.

10I do not consider in the discussions that follow a�xes that are derived from the word ‘bad’. I call
them the ‘badness’ strategy. Examples are for instance French mal-heureux and Greek dhis-tixis, both
meaning ‘unhappy’. Moreover, some languages do not have a -less strategy and always need to use the
preposition ‘without + noun’ to express the same meaning, as for instance Moroccan Arabic, (i).

(i) ElafQaal
behavior

djalu
of-him

bla
without

akhlaaq.
moral

(MA)

His behavior is immoral.

I am not considering these, because they involve nouns, not adjectives.

Syncre%sm paPerns
De Clercq 2013: 39
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ers distinguished above. The negative marker ne- is used throughout, apart from some
loanwords which can be prefixed with Latin and Greek iN- or a-.

3.4 Conclusion

The table in 3.12 presents an overview of the languages discussed and the syncretism
patterns in these languages. When we order the negative markers per language ac-
cording to their stacking properties, i.e. going from those which take widest scope to
those which take narrowest scope (or the other way around), no non-contiguous syn-
cretisms can be detected. All syncretisms detected are contiguous syncretisms. As we
discussed in chapter 2 for case the absence of non-contiguous syncretisms is meaning-
ful and points to hidden layers of syntactic structure. In the next chapter I explore
how this can be translated into syntactic structure.

PolNeg -marker FocNeg -marker DegNeg -marker QNeg -marker
Greek dhen oxi mi a-
English not not non un-
French pas pas non iN-
Chinese bù bù fēi fēi
MS Arabic laa laa ghayr- ghayr-
Persian na na qheyr- qheyr-
Moroccan Arabic ma (ši) muši muši muši
Hungarian nem nem nem -tElEn
Czech ne- ne ne- ne-

Table 3.12: Syncretism patternsSyncre%sm paPerns
De Clercq 2013: 67



38 Chapter 3

(30) a. ... President Clinton, a man whose liberalism and personal lapses arouse
distinctly unchristian hatred at First Federated. (Corpus: times/10.)

b. Lainey had a terrible voice, unmusical and sharp, and she usually pitched
herself an octave below the sopranos to submerge it. (Corpus: usbooks/09.)

c. Germans are great if you’re a little vague, indecisive and like to be told
what to do in short, clear sentences. (Corpus: times/10.)

d. Some parents say children in Sarajevo have become increasingly disobe-
dient and di�cult to control during this wartime. (Corpus: npr/07.)
(Kjellmer 2005:162-163)

Sometimes, QNeg-markers, like un-, have a classifying function. This is mostly the
case when they combine with adjectives ending in -able (Kjellmer 2005, Horn 1989,
Zimmer 1964). I come back to this in 3.3.2.1. Moreover, I account for the lack of a
contrary interpretation or the absence of a characterizing function for QNeg-markers
in 7 in terms of the absence of a QP projection in the clausal spine.

Summarizing, PolNeg-markers deny, FocNeg-marker contrast, DegNeg-markers clas-
sify and QNeg-markers characterize.

3.2.6 Conclusion

The criteria on which the classification of negative markers is based are 1) scope prop-
erties and related to this 2) stacking properties, 3) semantic properties (contradictory
or contrary) and finally, 4) functional properties.

In the table in 3.1 I provide an overview of the di↵erent types of negative markers
with their distinctive properties.

PolNeg -markers FocNeg -marker DegNeg -markers QNeg -markers
Predicate denial Predicate negation Predicate term negation

scope over tensed predicate untensed predicate predicate term predicate term
stack on Foc, Deg, Q on Deg, Q on Q -

semantic contradiction contradiction contradiction contrariety
function denying contrasting/modifying classifying characterizing

Table 3.1: Classification of negative markers

In the next section I apply this classification to nine di↵erent languages.

3.3 Detecting syncretism patterns

In this section I discuss the results of an examination of negative markers in nine
di↵erent languages in terms of the classification discussed above. The examples used
in the discussion were constructed with the help of an informant or are taken from the

Classification of negative markers
DeClercq 2013: 38
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The structure in (1) shows the negative markers in their base-position (the circled
projections) with their respective scope positions (the squared boxes). I provide argu-
ments for the base-position in chapter 5. The scope positions I briefly discuss here,
though I reserve full discussion of these functional projections for chapter 6.

(1) ForceP

Force0 FocP

Foc0 FinP

Fin0 PolP

Pol0 TP

T0 FocP

Foc0 vP

v0 DegP

Deg0 QP

Q0 NegP

PolNeg-marker N4P NegP

FocNeg-marker N40 N3P Neg AP

DegNeg-marker N30 N2P

QNeg-marker N20 N1P

N10

3.2.2.1 PolNeg-markers

PolNeg-markers take scope in a Polarity Phrase (PolP), a functional projection at the
clausal level (Laka 1990, 1994, Cormack and Smith 2002, Poletto and Zanuttini 2013)
located higher than Tense Phrase (TP), (1). They thus take scope over tensed predi-
cates.

PolNeg-markers either overtly precede the finite copular verb or they take scope

De Clercq 2013:29

• The nega%ve nanospine is inserted as a 
complex cons%tuent in the specifier of NegP. 

• The Split NegP is base-generated on a lexical 
predicate and is thus a predicate negator. 

• Nega%on is base-generated low on the AP or
VP. 
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(12) ForceP

Force0 FocP

Foc0 FinP

Fin0 PolP

Pol0

[iPol:_]
TP

T0 FocP

Foc0

[iFoc:_]
vP

v0 DegP

Deg0

[iDeg :_]
QP

Q0

[iQ:_]
NegP

N4P NegP

N4
[uPol:Neg]

N3P Neg
[iNeg :Neg]

AP

N3
[uFoc:Neg]

N2P

N2
[uDeg :Neg]

N1P

N1
[uQ:Neg]

In what follows I provide a step-by-step discussion of all negation types.

7.2.2 Q-negation

In this section I discuss how and when Q-negation arises. I argue that Q-negation
necessarily involves the presence of the feature [uQ:Neg] on N1. It can — but need
not — involve the presence of a Q-probe in the clausal spine. Depending on whether

Neg0 is comparable to what Zeijlstra (2004) proposed for the relationship between negative concord
items and the expression of sentential negation. Zeijlstra (2004) treats negative indefinites as syntacti-
cally valued markers which need to be checked against a semantic negative operator at the sentential
level. However, also in his system constituent negation remains essentially unexplained.

De Clercq 2013: 123



Examples: Deg negation and Foc negation

• Deg-negation necessarily involves the presence of [uDeg:Neg] on N2 and
sometimes — though not necessarily — a Deg-probe in the clausal spine. 
• Deg-negation arises when the negative sequence consists of the layers N1 and N2 

which together spell out a DegNeg -marker. 
• Due to the presence of two open argument positions in gradable adjectival

predicates, QP and DegP project in the clausal spine. 
• First the Q-probe, endowed with [iQ:_] probes down. 

• It finds valued Q-features in its c-command domain and Agrees with it. 
• Q gets a value and the uninterpretable features on N1 are checked. 

• When Deg is merged in the clausal spine, it also probes down and it finds in its c-
command domain the features on N2, [uDeg:Neg]. 
• Deg gets valued as negative and Deg-negation arises. 
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(15) . . .

PolP

Pol0

[iPol:Af f ]

TP

Sam TP

T0

is
vP

tSam vP

v0 DegP

Deg0

[iDeg :Neg]

QP

Q0

[iQ:Neg]

NegP

non-( N2P NegP

N20

[⇠⇠⇠⇠⇠
uDeg :Neg]

!! N1P Neg
[iNeg :Neg]

AP

N10

[⇠⇠⇠⇠uQ:Neg]

$$ professional

In the presence of a non-gradable adjectival predicate, like geographical, QP and DegP
do not project in the clausal spine. Negative uninterpretable Deg-features cannot be
checked against an interpretable head. Nevertheless, there is no crash of the deriva-
tion, since as argued before negative uninterpretable but valued features can simply
be deleted.7

7That there is no interpretational di↵erence between a a negative DegNeg -marker that has been
checked (i.e. in the presence of gradable adjectives) and one that has not been checked (in the presence
of non-gradable adjectives) is not surprising, given that the interpretation of non and the interpretation
of the basic semantic negator in Neg are both contradictory negations.

De Clercq 2013: 127

Deriva%on for DegNeg
non-professional



• DeClercq 2013: considering only gradable adjecDve, proposes that
Foc-negaDon arises in the context of a gradable predicate, that is, 
over DegP
• Foc0 is merged and probes into vP. 
• It locates [uFoc:Neg] on N3 and Agrees with it. 
• [iFoc:_] gets valued for negaAon and becomes [iFoc:Neg]. 
• The uninterpretable feature [uFoc:Neg] on N3 gets checked and deleted. 

• Since Foc0 also has the EPP property, the en=re nega=ve spine is
pied-piped to Spec FocP.
• When Pol0 gets merged at a later stage, its probe [iPol:_] cannot be

valued with negaDve features, since there is no feature lej on the
negaDve spine that can value Pol0. 
• The Pol-probe gets a default affirmaDve value, [iPol:Aff]. 
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(17) PolP

Pol0

[iPol:Af f ]

TP

She TP

T0

is
FocP

not( N3P FocP

N30

[⇠⇠⇠⇠⇠
uFoc:Neg]

N2P Foc0

[iFoc:Neg]

[EPP]

vP

N20

[⇠⇠⇠⇠⇠
uDeg :Neg]

N1P v0 DegP

N10

[⇠⇠⇠⇠uQ:Neg]

Deg0

[iDeg :Neg]
QP

Q0

[iQ:Neg]

NegP

tN3P

HH

NegP

Neg0

[iNeg :Neg]

AP

happy

Summarizing, Foc-negation can arise when the negative spine consists of N1, N2
and N3. It e↵ectively arises when [uFoc:Neg] on N3 Agrees with the clausal Foc-probe
followed by attraction of the negative spine to SpecFocP. There are now in the clause
several interpretable features. However, this does not lead to multiple interpretations
for negation, since there is only one feature, namely in Neg0 which is interpretable
for negation. The other interpretable features are scope features. They are syntacti-
cally valued for negation, but semantically interpretable for scope, i.e. they are in-
terpretable for Q-scope or Deg-scope or Foc-scope. In an a�rmative sentence, these
scope positions can be filled by a�rmative constituents.

Deriva%on for FocNeg

She is not happy, but sad.

De Clercq 2013: 129



• Foc negaDon: it always necessarily involves a head N3 in the
nanospine which is endowed with [uFoc:Neg]. 
• Foc-negaDon arises when the negaDve spine consists of N1, N2 and

N3, when [uFoc:Neg] on N3 Agrees with the clausal Foc-probe
followed by aaracDon of the negaDve spine to SpecFocP.
• So, there are several interpretable features in the clause spine.
• However, this does not lead to mulDple interpretaDons for negaDon, 

since there is only one feature in Neg0 which is interpretable for 
negaDon. 
• The other interpretable features are scope features. 

• These features are syntacDcally valued for negaDon, but semanDcally
interpretable for scope, 
• i.e. they are interpretable for Q-scope or Deg-scope or Foc-scope. 

• In an affirmaDve sentence, these scope posiDons can be filled by
affirmaDve consDtuents. 



How can we analyze the fourth type/posi)on 
of nega)on in BP?
(32) a. Eu não tenho comido chocolate. 

b. Eu tenho não comido chocolate.

(33) a. Eu não estou comendo o chocolate.
b. Eu estou não comendo o chocolate.

(34) a. Eu não vou comer o chocolate.
b. Eu vou não comer o chocolate.



Analysis



BP negation: syncretism

• Except for Qneg, there is syncreDsm in negaDve markers in BP:
• PolNeg: não Eu não tenho comido chocolate. ‘I haven’t eaten chocolate.’
• FocNeg: não Eu tenho comido não chocolate, mas peras. ‘I have eaten not chocolate, but pears.’
• DegNeg: não Eu tenho sido um cantor não-profissional. ‘I have been a nonprofessional singer.’
• QNeg: in Eu tenho sido infeliz. ‘I have been unhappy.’

• ‘new’ não
Eu tenho não comido chocolate (mas peras).

à I propose this não has the properDes of FocNeg



Property 1: Emphasis
• Differently from (35a), (35b) is felt as an emphaJc construcJon with emphasis on não:

(35)  a. Eu não tenho  lido jornal         ulJmamente, tenho?
I not have read newspaper lately have
‘I have not read newspapers lately, have I?

b. Eu tenho não/NÃO lido jornal        ulJmamente, não tenho?
I have not read newspaper lately not have
Intended. ‘I have not-read newspapers lately, have I not?

• FocNeg markers take scope in a low Focus Phrase, a projecJon dominaJng vP. 
• “Consequently they do not take scope over the tensed predicate and their scope is

restricted to the untensed predicate”. (DeClercq 2013:30)



Property 2: there is no denial of a proposi3on
previously asserted, but modifica3on or contrast
• The funcDon of FocNeg is ambiguous (DeClercq 2013: 37): “they have

either a modifying funcDon (36a) or they funcDon as contrasDve
negaDve markers (36b) introducing new or correct informaDon that
can be added”:

(36) a. a not very happy man, not long ago
b. John was not happy, but sad.



• In BP, this is exactly what ‘new’ não does: it does not deny a proposiAon previously
asserted (as PolNeg does), but it can modify (37a) or contrast (37b):

(37) a. Tenho tentado a todo custo não pensar no futuro, fingir que vai   conAnuar 
tudo mesmo, ignorar o que está por vir. Tenho não vivido todo esse tempo. 
‘(I) have tried at all costs not to think about the future, pretend that
everything is going to stay the same, ignore what is to come. (I) have not lived
all this Ame.’
(hPps://saidomeurefrao.wordpress.com/)

b. Do momento em que me alistei, o fiz para parar tais coisas, e aqui estou não
fazendo nada, escolhendo não fazer nada. 
‘From the moment that I enlisted myself, I did it to stop those things, and
here I am not doing anything, choosing not to do anything.’
(hPps://icarabe.org/poli%ca-e-sociedade/o-coracao-das-trevas-de-tel-aviv-Hebron)

https://saidomeurefrao.wordpress.com/
https://icarabe.org/politica-e-sociedade/o-coracao-das-trevas-de-tel-aviv-Hebron


Property 3: Co-occurrence with Polarity Não

• Additionally, the new construction can co-occur with sentential negation, showing the
property of stackability, which shows it is not in the same position as sentential negation

(38)a. Eu não vou não olhar o problema como muitos deputados fazem, eu vou buscar as 
soluções...
Lit. ‘I will not not look at the problem as many congressmen do, I will search
for solutions’

(https://paraiba.com.br/2021/07/22/estou-a-disposicao-de-joao-azevedo-para-ajuda-lo-na-sua-reeleicao-afirma-julian-lemos/)

b. Eu não estou bravo com ela; afinal eu não tenho não falado com ela, tenho?
Lit.’I am not angry with her; after all I have not not-spoken to her, have I?

https://paraiba.com.br/2021/07/22/estou-a-disposicao-de-joao-azevedo-para-ajuda-lo-na-sua-reeleicao-afirma-julian-lemos/


On DegNeg

• DeClercq (2013): DegNeg -markers take scope in a DegP, which Corver (1997b) 
proposes is one of the two funcAonal projecAons in the extended projecAon of
gradable adjecAves
• DegNeg-markers scope over the predicate term and not over the enAre untensed

predicate (but FocNeg-marker can do it): 

(39)  a. She is very nonprofessional
b. = She is [very [ ‘not’ professional]]. 
c. ≠ She is [‘not’ [very professional]]. 

• non- does not take scope over very, only over professional. 



What about DegNeg não in BP?

• DegNeg não- can be aaached to adjecDves and parDciples:

(40) a. sob    alegação de ser lento, não-confiável e     parcial (Adj)
under allegaDon of be slow, not.dependable and parDal

‘under the allegaDon of being slow, untrustworthy and parDal’
b. O    não-viciado pode  ter    alguns inimigos. (Part)

the not.addicted may have some  enemies
‘the non-addicted person may have some enemies.



What about DegNeg não in BP?

• DeClercq considers DegNeg is over gradable Adje*ve Phrases, since she is dealing
with base-generated projecAons on the main adjecAval predicate in copular
construcAons.
• In English (and French), DegNeg non may asach to nominals (besides

adjecAves/parAciples), and gives rise to contradictory negaAon: non-payment

• In BP não- may also asach to nouns, as in (41), a deverbal noun:
(41) Diante do      não-pagamento da        dívida... (N)

before of-the non payment of-the debt
‘In face of the nonpayment of the debt...’



What about DegNeg não in BP?
• We also find não- attached to Nouns:

(42) O    Não-Livro: contos e poesias nunca lidos para leitores que nunca lerão
Lit. ‘The non-book: tales and poetry that were never read to readers that will never

read.’
https://www.amazon.com.br/N%C3%A3o-Livro-contos-poesias-nunca-leitores-ebook/dp/B09BR6Z6S8

(43) Mas, na verdade, o pessoal acabou lotando o Salão Nobre para descobrir que se 
trata de um "não estudo": as empresas de transporte particular de passageiros por 
aplicativo... não enviaram seus dados.

Lit. ‘But, actually, the people ended up filling up the Noble Room to find ou that it is
about a non-study: the applicative private passenger transportation companies... 

didn’t send their data.’
https://extra.globo.com/noticias/extra-extra/o-nao-estudo-sobre-impacto-de-aplicativos-de-transporte-no-
rio-23895490.html

https://www.amazon.com.br/N%C3%A3o-Livro-contos-poesias-nunca-leitores-ebook/dp/B09BR6Z6S8
https://extra.globo.com/noticias/extra-extra/o-nao-estudo-sobre-impacto-de-aplicativos-de-transporte-no-rio-23895490.html


What about [não-N] in BP? 

• não+N seems to be a recent construcDon (Pante & Menezes 2003, 
Campos 2004), and it has been considered a neologism
• não can appear with or without a hifen in wriaen texts
• Some authors (Pante & Menezes 2003) think of it as sort of adjecDve

(that is, a modifier)
• There is a discussion on its ‘prefix’ status (Viñas & Caetano 2010,  

Pamela Pereira 2012, 2020, Figueiredo-Silva & Mioto 2009, a.o.)



Is ‘new’ não an instance of DegNeg?

• The prefix (DegNeg) não-, expresses contradicDon
• The ‘new’ não also expresses contradicDon but, differently from the

prefix, it aaaches to uninflected verbal forms

• past parAciple: tenho não visto
• present parAciple : estou não vendo
• infiniAve : vou não ver

• Can ‘new’ não be considered DegNeg?



‘New’ não is not DegNeg
• Stackability: DegNeg não- in BP stacks over QNeg (des-); they belong to different groups

(44) que a negociação do empregado consAtua ato de concorrência ou, ainda que não
desleal, seja prejudicial ao serviço.

Lit. ‘that the employer’s negoAaAon consAtutes an act of concurrence or, even if
not disloyal, be detrimental to the service’

hPps://www.bradacontabilidade.com.br/978/justa_causa__rescis%C3%A3o_contratual_por_parte_do_empregador
_por_justa_causa

https://www.bradacontabilidade.com.br/978/justa_causa__rescis%C3%A3o_contratual_por_parte_do_empregador_por_justa_causa


• ‘new’ não can stack over DegNeg; they belong to different groups:

(45) a. Ela, de propósito, tinha não visto o     não-pagamento da        fatura 
Ela of purpose had not seen the non-payment of-the invoice
Lit. ‘She, on purpose, had not-seen the non-payment of the invoice.’
= She saw that the invoice had arrived, but she hid it without looking at it.

b. Ela, de propósito, não tinha visto o   não-pagamento da        fatura
Ela of purpose not had seen the non-payment of-the invoice
‘She, on purpose, had not seen the non-payment of the invoice.’
= She made sure she was not at home when the invoice was supposed to arrive

• ‘new’ não is not DegNeg; it seems to be a new construction in BP, with the
properties of FocNeg



In sum

• The ‘new’ não has in common with the prefix não- (a DegNeg marker), 
and differently from other prefixes as i-, in-, des- (Qnegmarkers), the
fact that it expresses contradic=on. 
• não- applies to nouns, adjecDves and parDciples, whereas ‘new’ não

occurs with uninflected verbal forms in [Aux+V] construcDons:

(46) a. Pedro estranhou o não-pagamento da dívida. [não-N]
b. Maria tem não pagado as contas.
c. Maria está não pagando as contas este mês.
d. Maria vai não pagar as contas este mês.



(47)a. Maria foi não-profissional neste caso. [não-Adj]
b. Maria tem não demonstrado profissionalismo neste caso.
c. Maria estão não demonstrando profissionalismo neste caso.
c. Maria vai não demonstrar profissionalismo neste caso.

(48) a. A tv tem permanecido não-ligada. [não-ParDciple]
b. Maria tem não ligado a tv.
c. Maria está não ligando a tv durante o dia. 
d. Maria vai não ligar a tv no horário políDco.

• Given its properDes, I propose new não has been reanalyzed as na 
instance of FocNeg



Diachronic change



Some facts from diachronic studies
(morphological framework)
• ConsAtuent negaAon with não has been studied in BP in a morphology

framework, along with other the prefixes a-, in- and des-

• Data from the 16th century (Campos 2009): não + par8ciples (and adjec8ves)

(49) Ao       derradeiro e      quinto módo chamam infinigvo, que quer dizer NAM ACABÁDO...
to-the last and fijh mood call.3pl    infinigve that wants say not finished
‘They call the fijh mood ‘infinigve’, which means not finished.’

(50)... e      som chamadas principe NOM ANIMADO: e     o      rrei he principe animado 
and are   called prince not animated and the king is prince animated
‘and they are called ‘non-animated prince’ and the king is ‘animated prince’.’ 



Some facts from diachronic studies
(morphological framework)
• Campos (2002, 2009); Pereira (2012):  forms such as the ones in (51), 

although possible, were rarely used in the 16th century, becoming
more frequent in the 20th century:

(51) Diante do não-pagamento da dívida... (N)
before of-the not.payment of-the debt
‘In face of the nonpayment of the debt...’



P. Pereira (2012:105), Corpus do Português 
Davies & Ferreira 2006)

                                                Capítulo 4: Trajetória do NÃO em formações nominais no português 

 

 

105 

TABELA 4: PONDERAÇÃO DA FREQUÊNCIA DE NÃO + PARTICÍPIO, NÃO + ADJETIVO E NÃO + SUBSTANTIVO EM 
10.000.000 DE PALAVRAS 

 

PERÍODO 
NÃO + PARTICÍPIO NÃO + ADJETIVO NÃO + SUBSTANTIVO TOTAL 

Ocorr. Frequência 
ponderada Ocorr. Frequência 

ponderada Ocorr. Frequência 
ponderada Ocorr Frequência 

ponderada 
SÉC. XIV 18 137 12 91 0 0 30 228 
SÉC. XV 121 421 211 734 12 42 344 1196 
SÉC. XVI 198 479 116 281 3 7 317 767 
SÉC. XVII 115 536 103 480 3 14 221 1029 
SÉC. XVIII 77 345 51 228 3 13 131 586 
SÉC. XIX 387 401 183 189 25 26 595 616 
SÉC. XX 1551 748 1765 851 698 336 4014 1935 
TOTAL 2467 572 2441 566 744 173 5652 1311 

 

 A tabela 4 revela-nos que as estruturas não + particípio e não + adjetivo 

parecem ser mais antigas em relação à estrutura não + substantivo. Esta começa a 

ocorrer a partir do século XV, no corpus analisado, e mostra-se mais produtiva no 

século XX. Além disso, verificamos que os casos de não + particípio e não + 

adjetivo apresentam uma frequência total semelhante ± 572 para não + particípio e 

566 para não + adjetivo. 

Vejamos o gráfico a seguir: 

 

 

GRÁFICO 2: TRAJETÓRIA DE NÃO + PARTICÍPIO, NÃO + ADJETIVO E NÃO + SUBSTANTIVO, 
CONSIDERANDO A FREQUÊNCIA PONDERADA EM 10.000.000 DE PALAVRAS. 

 
 



Campos (2004:293)

• There wasn’t any occurrences of não- meaning contrary ac?on or contrary
process
• The semanMc value of contrary ac?on is exclusive of the prefixes  des- and

dis-, 
• This seems to define a limit for the expansion of não-: its use in 

replacement of des- will hardly ever occur in contexts where the laTer
expresses contrary ac?on.
• In 100% of the occurrences, não-(N) shows up with the semanMc value of

depriva?on/lack of

• Other meanings of não-N (Pante & Menezes 2003): opposiMon, refusal



Hypothesis

• Through the existence of não-, which appeared as a cons(tuent
nega(on for nouns, adjec@ves and par@ciples from the 19th
century on, a new form of nega@on with não became structurally
possible in BP

• Since both DegNeg não- and FocNeg não expresses contradic@on
(DeClercq 2013), a reanalysis could have been facilitated for não-
into the ‘new’ não

não-N/Adj/Part > não V[-finite]



Why was the change possible in BP and not in 
other related languages (EP, Spanish, Italian...)

• Several other changes occurred in BP syntax around the 18th/19th

century

• Loss of complex predicates (periphrasAc tenses and restructuring)
Cyrino (2010, 2013)

• Loss of main verb movement to T, analyAcizaAon of verbal forms

Cyrino (2013), Tescari-Neto (2013), Araujo-Adriano (2022), Araujo-Adriano 
& Cyrino (in progress)



‘Complex predicates’: periphras)c tenses and
restructuring construc)ons
• ‘Complex predicates’ (Cyrino 2010): those configurations (periphrastic

tenses and restructuring constructions) whereby verb groups behave as 
a single constituent in relation to phenomena that apply locally, for ex. 
clitic climbing:

(Periphrastic (analytic) tenses)
(52) O   João não me [ tinha visto]. [European Portuguese] 

the João not me-CL had see-PTCP 
‘João had not seen me.’



Loss of ‘complex predicates’ in BP: the case of
periphrastic tenses (Cyrino 2010, 2013)
1) (1st/2ndp) cli?cs are now allowed in the slot in the structure Aux _ V[-finite]

(53) O   João não 7nha me visto. [√ BP, *EP] 
the João not had me-CL see-PTCP 

‘João had not seen me.’

2) presence of empha?c subjects between AUX and V[-finite]

(54) mas em seguida eu estou EU fazendo do meu jeito [√ BP, *EP]

but in following I am I doing of my way
‘But a}er that I am I (myself) doing (it) in my way.’

hPps://www.facebook.com/incrivelclub/photos/a.1712601632302332/3170618529833961/?type=3

https://www.facebook.com/incrivelclub/photos/a.1712601632302332/3170618529833961/?type=3


(55) por que senão eu 0nha eu mesmo ido avisa ele
because if not I had I myself gone warn him

‘because if not, I would I myself had gone and warned him. ‘
h/ps://www.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/tj-rs/112485528/inteiro-teor-112485539

3) Não + CL + V:
(56) O   João 0nha não me visto. [√ BP, *EP] 

the João had not me-CL see-PTCP 
‘João had not seen me.’

https://www.jusbrasil.com.br/jurisprudencia/tj-rs/112485528/inteiro-teor-112485539


Loss of main verb movement to T
• Araújo-Adriano (2022:25): ajer the end of the 19th century, BP started

to lose verb movement to a high posiDon (arguably, T)
• Evidence: verb placement in relaDon to the adverb sempretemporal/aspectual

‘always’ became sempre_V. 

(57) Ele (sempre) estudou (#sempre). 
he always studied always

Lit. ‘He always studied.’ = ‘he has always studied’



The position of the verb with respect to the adverb sempre over four centuries

over an event from 1798 to 1920 was mainly postponed to the verb. Note that
in the middle of the 19th century, the order V_sempre was categorical. The
picture changed from the end of the 19th century, when the order sempre_V
started to increase, overlapping the ante position of the verb. As we will see
below, it will be necessary to verify which class of verbs does still move to set
the residual order V_sempre.

'JHVSF � % of the position of sempretemporal/aspectual with respect to the verb
along the diachrony

If we assume temporal/aspectual sempre as lexicalising a higher AspP po-
sition but lower than T, it is reasonable to claim that BP started to lose verb
movement to a higher position, arguably to T, by the end of the 19th century.
This ordering is essential to verify the setting of verb movement in the di-
achrony of BP. The following examples illustrate both orders.

(33) sempretemporal/aspectual_V
a. Não

not
sabe,
know.IND.PRS.3.SG

que
that

a
the

irmã
sister

gazua
pickpocket

sempre
always

me
me

acompanha?
follow.IND.PRS.3SG
‘Don’t you know, that the pickpocket sister always accompanies
me?’(1737)

b. Filena,
Filena

pois
because

sempre
always

amou
love.IND.PST.3.SG

a
to

Periandro,
Periandro,

casem,
marry.IMP

que
that

eu
I

serei
be.IND.FUT.1.SG

o
the

padrinho,
best-man

já
yet

que
that

fui
be.IND.PST.1.SG

o
the

25



On the loss of con)guity/)ghtness between
Aux +V in BP
• Araujo-Adriano (2022): one kind of material that could not intervene

between AUX and VP is the adverb (Ledgeway 2017). 
• This syntacDc connecDon is observed with the adverb todavía ‘sDll’ 

that cannot separate the auxiliary and its verb complement in 
Spanish:

(58) Todavía no ha (*todavía) llegado. 
sDll        no has sDll arrived

‘(S)he has not sDll arrived.’ (Ledgeway 2017: 848)



On the loss of contiguity/tightness between
Aux +V in BP
• But there is an advanced analyMcizaMon of tenses in BP (Cyrino 2013, 

Reintges & Cyrino 2018, 2016, Araújo-Adriano 2019)

• Occurrences of syntheMc forms of verbs have decreased and are being
replaced by their equivalent Auxiliary+Verb construcMon in the spoken
language. 

Ele tomara > Ele ?nha            tomado
he take.PLUSPERF he have.PAST take.PASTPART

• Araújo-Adriano (2022): the analyMcizaMon process in BP is related to the
(parMal) loss of lexical verb movement



Analy)ciza)on in BP: loss of the
con)guity/)ghtness between Aux +V
• There is evidence for a split in verb movement (Araújo-Adriano 2022, Araújo-Adriano & 

Cyrino, in progress)
• higher movement of the auxiliary
• low movement of the lexical verb.

• Consider its placement in relaJon to some fixed adverbs like sempretemporal/aspectual

(59)a. Maria (#sempre) tem (sempre) tomado anJconcepcional 
Maria always has always taken contracepJve

‘Maria has always taken contracepJves.’
b. Eu (#sempre) vou (sempre) estudar.

I always go     always study
‘I am always going to study.’

c. Minha filha       (#sempre) está (sempre) estudando em casa.
my daugher always is always studying at home
‘My daughter is always studying at home.’ 



Interes)ngly, ‘new’ não is possible in these
contexts
(60) (Context: she hates contracepAves)

Maria tem (sempre) NÃO tomado anAconcepcional 
Maria has always not taken contracepAve
‘Maria has always NOT taken contracepAves.’ 

(61) (Context: I never study, and I never will)
Eu  vou (sempre) NÃO estudar.
I go    always not study
‘I am always NOT going to study.’

(62) (Context: my daughter doesn’t do anything in the a}ernoons)
Minha filha        está (sempre) NÃO estudando em casa. 
my daugher is always not studying at home
‘My daughter is always NOT studying at home.’



Araujo-Adriano & Cyrino (in progress):loss of
the con)guity/)ghtness between Aux +V
• Auxiliaries ter ‘to have’, ir ‘to go’, and estar ‘to be’ auxiliaries may also move 

over the adverbs ‘não ... mais ‘no longer’ 
• Since these adverbs are placed above sempretemporal/aspectual ‘always’, the

obligatory placement of auxiliaries to their le| suggests that auxiliaries by-
pass the laTer (HMC)

• ‘não...mais’ ‘no longer’
(63) ter+ V[-finite] ‘have+ V [-finite]’

a. *Maria não mais tem   falado com o     Pedro. 
Maria not more have talked with the Pedro 

b. Maria  não tem mais falado com   o     Pedro. SentenCal negaCon
Maria   not have more  talked with the Pedro 
‘Maria has no longer talked to Pedro ’ 



Araujo-Adriano & Cyrino (in progress):loss of
the contiguity/tightness between Aux +V
(64) ir+V [-finite]. ‘go+ V [-finite]’

a. *O    Pedro não mais vai 6rar o    aparelho da              boca.
the Pedro not more go  take-off the braces from-the mouth

b. O     Pedro não vai mais 6rar o    aparelho da boca. Senten%al nega%on
the Pedro not go  more take-off the braces from-the mouth
‘Pedro will no longer take the braces off.’ 

(65) estar+ V [-finite] ‘be+ V [-finite]’
a.  *O   bebê não mais está chorando.

the baby not more is crying
b.  O    bebê não está mais chorando. Senten%al nega%on

the baby not is more crying
‘The baby is no longer crying.’ 



Interes)ngly, ‘new’ não is possible in these
contexts

(66) a. Maria  não tem mais NÃO falado com   o     Pedro. 
Maria  not have more  not talked with the Pedro 
Lit. ‘Maria has no longer NOT talked to Pedro ’ (=she is now talking to him)

b. [Context: Pedro  is going to love braces, Pedro vai não ?rar o aparelho.
But When he sees his girfriend girfriend...] 
O Pedro   não vai mais NÃO ?rar o    aparelho da boca.
the Pedro  not go more not take-off the braces from-the mouth
Lit. ‘Pedro is no longer going to NOT take off the braces.’ (= He will not keep
the braces)

c. O    bebê não está mais não chorando. 
the baby  not is more not crying
Lit. ‘The baby is no longer NOT crying.’ (= the baby is crying)



• ainda ‘sAll’
(67) ter+ V[-finite] ‘have+ V [-finite]’

a. *José não ainda 6nha chegado no      serviço. 
José  not yet have arrived at-the work

b. José não 6nha ainda chegado no      serviço. Senten%al nega%on
José not have yet arrived at-the work

‘José had not yet arrived yet at work.’ 

(68) ir+V [-finite]. ‘go+ V [-finite]’
a. *ele não ainda vai entrar na      corrida pela      reeleição. 

he not yet go  enter in-the run for-the re-ellec%on
b. ele não vai ainda entrar na      corrida pela      reeleição. Senten%al nega%on

he not go yet enter in-the run for-the re-ellec%on
‘he will not yet enter in the run for reelec%on’

(69) estar+ V [-finite] ‘be+ V [-finite]’
a. *José não ainda está brincando no        parquinho. 

José not yet is playing in-the playground
b.  José não está ainda brincando no parquinho. Senten%al nega%on

José not is yet playing in-the playground 
‘José is not yet playing at the playground.’



Interes)ngly, ‘new’ não is possible in these
contexts
(70) a. José 0nha ainda NÃO chegado no      serviço, quando...

José had yet not arrived at-the work when
‘José had NOT yet arrived yet at work, when....’

b. Ele vai ainda NÃO entrar na      corrida pela      reeleição. 
he go yet not enter in-the run for-the re-elecDon
‘He is going to NOT yet enter in the run for reelecDon’.

c. José está ainda NÃO brincando no parquinho. 
José is yet not playing in-the playground 
‘José is NOT yet playing at the playground



• quase ‘almost’
(71) ter+ V[-finite] ‘have+ V [-finite]’

Eu 8nha quase te ligado, quando ...
I had almost you.CL.  called when
‘I had almost called you, when...’ 

(72) ir+V [-finite]. ‘go+ V [-finite]’
Quem diria que   [o   diesel] ia quase atrair os   consumidores
who would-say that the diesel would almost asract the customers
‘Who would say that the diesel would almost asract the customers’.

(73) estar+ V [-finite] ‘be+ V [-finite]’
Eu estou quase terminando este trabalho.           
I am almost finishing this work
‘I am almost finishing this work.’ 



Interestingly, ‘new’ não is possible in these
contexts

(74) a. Eu ?nha quase NÃO te          ligado, quando...
I had almost Not you.CL called when

‘I had almost not called you, when...’ 
b. Quem diria que    o    diesel  ia quase  NÃO  atrair os   consumidores

who would-say that the diesel would almost not aTract the customers
‘Who would say that the diesel would almost not aTract the customers’.

c. Eu estou quase NÃO terminando este trabalho.          
I am almost not finishing this work
‘I am almost not finishing this work.’ 



Conclusion

• I described the occurrences of a new form of negaDon in BP (‘new 
não’)
• I proposed an analysis based on the idea already present in the

literature for 4 posiDons for negaDon (Zanu�ni 1997, Poleao 2008, 
De Clercq 2013).
• I treat this negaDve marker not as another element of sentenDal

negaDon, (Neg1, Neg2 and Neg3 in BP), but as an instance of (focus) 
consDtuent negaDon, probably the result of a diachronic reanalysis of
the marker não- that can/could be aaached to nouns, adjecDves and
parDciples



Remaining ques)ons
• TheoreDcal quesDons
• How can we think of/analyze the (‘category’) status of V[-finite]? 
• Is the type of lexical verb, the type of periphrasAc tense relevant?
• In BP, is there an interacAon of this type/posiAon of negaAon with the other 3 

posiAons of negaAon(Não-V, Não-V-Não, V Não)?
• Diachronic and synchronic data to be gathered:
• Is there a co-relaAon in Ame for the loss of complex predicates and the

appearance of other elements, such as negaAon, in that slot?
• Did the innovaAve use of não-N pave the way to the appearance of the ‘new’ 

não?
• What about FocNão in diachronic data?
• Is there a diachronic relaAonship between the appearance of new não and the

possible occurrences of inhibited eventuali8es (Fábregas & Rodríguez 2020) in 
diachronic data?
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